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What is already known about this subject?  

•Weight status does not always predict metabolic health  

•Heterogeneity exists for childhood metabolic health definitions  

•Inconsistent relationships exist for physical activity and sedentary behaviour within and across 

metabolic health-weight status groups  

 

 What does this study add?  

•Objectively measured physical activity and sedentary behaviour relate differently to metabolic 

health and weight status  

•Relatively high prevalence of metabolically unhealthy classification existed for all weight 

statuses  

•Using multiple definitions of metabolic health does not fully address the heterogeneity of 

definitions
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Objectives: To examine the prevalence of metabolic health across weight statuses, and 

associations with physical activity and sedentary time.  

Methods: Six studies (n=4581) from the International Children’s Accelerometry Database 

(ICAD) were used. Sedentary time, light physical activity, and moderate to vigorous physical 

activity (MVPA) were accelerometer-derived. Individuals were classified with normal weight 

(NW), overweight, and obesity. Strict and lenient composite definitions of metabolic health were 

created. Binomial and multinomial logistic regressions controlling for age, sex, study, and 

accelerometer wear time were conducted. 

Results: Metabolically unhealthy (MU) prevalence was 26.4% and 45.6% based on two 

definitions. Across definitions, higher sedentary time was associated with higher odds of MU 

classification compared to metabolically healthy (MH) for the NW group. Higher MVPA was 

associated with lower odds of MU classification compared to MH, for NW and overweight 

groups. For multinomial logistic regressions, higher MVPA was associated with lower odds of 

MH-obese, and MU-NW, -overweight, and -obese classifications, compared to MH-NW group. 

Furthermore, higher sedentary time was associated with higher odds of MU-NW classification, 

compared to MH-normal weight group.  

Conclusions: Higher MVPA was beneficial for metabolic health and weight status, whereas 

lower sedentary time was beneficial for metabolic health alone—though associations were weak. 
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Introduction  

The relationship between overweight and obesity with poor metabolic health is well documented 

in children and adolescents (1). For example, associations have been found between an 

overweight and obese weight status with lower high density lipoprotein-cholesterol (HDL)  as 

well as elevated measures of fasting glucose, triglycerides, and blood pressure (2, 3). However, 

recent research adds to the debate of whether obesity is invariably associated with poor 

metabolic health (4, 5). The subset of individuals with obesity and good metabolic health are 

categorized with metabolically healthy obesity. This classification could help prioritize and tailor 

treatment options for paediatric obesity practitioners (6). Conversely, though normal weight 

status is predominantly associated with better metabolic health compared to overweight and 

obesity, a normal weight status does not guarantee optimal metabolic health (4). Thus, 

individuals can be categorized as metabolically unhealthy normal weight. Since this group of 

children receives less attention (4), the detection of metabolic abnormalities may go unnoticed 

until the early onset of chronic diseases (e.g., hypertension). Research differentiating metabolic 

health between weight status groups could guide future clinical interventions aimed at improving 

the metabolic health and weight status of children and adolescents. 

Within the current literature on metabolic health across weight statuses, the definition of 

metabolic health is debated. Some strict definitions of metabolic health prohibit moderately 

elevated (“at-risk”) metabolic health risk factors (5, 7), whereas lenient definitions allow one 

“high” risk factor in isolation (8). Some researchers question the appropriateness of this 

allowance (9) suggesting a metabolically healthy individual could have one isolated at-risk value 

but no high risk values (9). Based on the heterogeneity of metabolic health definitions in children 

and adolescents, multiple definitions will help to broaden comparability between studies.  
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Beyond the aforementioned metabolic health definition debate, inconsistent evidence 

exists for the associations of physical activity and sedentary behaviour within and across 

metabolic health-weight status groups. For physical activity, inverse (10) and null (8, 9) 

associations have been observed between questionnaire based moderate to vigorous physical 

activity (MVPA) estimates and metabolically healthy obesity, and null associations have been 

observed for pedometer based measurements (5, 10 ). For sedentary behaviour, questionnaire 

based estimates of screen time have shown no association (8, 10). Inconsistent findings in 

previous research may be the due to the information bias associated with the measures of MVPA 

and sedentary behaviour (11), and lacking intensity estimates in the pedometer measures (5, 10 ). 

Objective measures (e.g., accelerometry) could address this limitation with more valid and 

reliable measures of physical activity and sedentary time while also capturing different 

intensities of movement (e.g., light physical activity (LPA) and MVPA) (12).  Findings from this 

research could guide clinical recommendations by determining which specific lifestyle changes 

(e.g., MVPA, LPA, or sedentary behaviour) provide the most benefit for different metabolic 

health-weight status groups.  

The objectives of this study were to examine: the prevalence of metabolically healthy 

versus metabolically unhealthy classifications (using a strict and lenient definition) across weight 

status in a large sample of children and adolescents; and associations of physical activity and 

sedentary time within and across metabolic health-weight status groups.  

Methods 

Study design 

The International Children’s Accelerometry Database (ICAD) (http://www.mrc-epid.cam.ac.uk/

research/studies/icad) has pooled objectively measured Actigraph accelerometer data (ActiGraph 

http://www.mrc-epid.cam.ac.uk/research/studies/icad
http://www.mrc-epid.cam.ac.uk/research/studies/icad
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LLC, Pensacola, Florida) from children and adolescents (13). This dataset used standardized data 

reduction techniques on 46,131 raw Actigraph data files (13). Additionally, when available, 

accompanying anthropometric, demographic (e.g., age, sex), and cardiometabolic health 

measures were pooled. Participant ages ranged from 3-18 years, and represented 20 studies 

worldwide.  

Participants 

For the present analyses, studies were included if measurements were available for: height and 

weight; diastolic and systolic blood pressure; and fasting blood glucose, insulin, triglycerides, 

and high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C). A total of six studies from Denmark, Estonia, 

Portugal, and the United States (2 samples) with children and adolescents aged 5-18 years 

(n=10,040) collected between 1996-2008 were available (14, 15, 16, 17).  

Measurements 

Physical Activity and Sedentary Time 

A full description of the assessment of physical activity and sedentary time has previously been 

reported (13). Raw accelerometer data provided to the ICAD from the various studies was 

processed using specifically developed and commercially available software (KineSoft, version 

3.3.20, Saskatchewan, Canada; http://kinesoft.org). Files were reintegrated to 60-second epochs, 

and non-wear time was defined as zero counts for 60 minutes while allowing 2 minutes of 

nonzero interruptions (18). Valid wear-time was defined as having accelerometer data for ≥1 day 

with ≥ 600 minutes, and all accelerometer files not meeting this definition were removed. Using 

≥1 day of wear time is in line with previous ICAD analyses (19, 20, 21), and details regarding 

the appropriateness of this threshold can be found elsewhere (22). Accelerometer cut-points used 

in the current study were developed by Trost et al. (23). Sedentary time was defined as <100 
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counts/minute, while LPA and MVPA were differentiated by age-specific accelerometer cut-

points previously validated to correspond with four metabolic equivalents (23).  

Weight Status 

Across studies, height and weight were measured using standardized procedures, with limited 

between-study variation. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing weight (kilograms) 

by height (metres) squared. Individuals were then categorized with normal weight, overweight, 

and obesity based on age- and sex-specific cut-offs (24). Due to limited numbers, underweight 

individuals (z-score ≤ -1.0) were classified as normal weight. 

Metabolic Health Risk Factors 

All systolic and diastolic blood pressure measurements were performed in a rested condition.  

Measurements were derived from manual and automatic methods. Manual mercury 

sphygmomanometer readings were used in two of the studies, and recorded as the average of two 

or three readings (15, 16). The other four studies used a Dinamap XL vital signs monitor, which 

measured blood pressure every second minute during a 10-minute period and used the average of 

the final three readings (14, 17). Additionally, blood glucose, insulin, triglycerides, and HDL-C 

were measured in the fasted state using standard clinical procedures previously described, with 

limited between-study variation (14, 15, 16, 17).  

In order to create metabolic health composite definitions, each metabolic health risk factor 

was categorized as ‘normal’, ‘at risk’, and ‘high risk’ based on the Integrated Guidelines for 

Cardiovascular Health and Risk Reduction in Children and Adolescents (2), with the exception 

of homeostatic model of assessment for insulin resistance. Since no recommendations for 

HOMA-IR existed in the aforementioned guidelines, cut-offs were adapted from a study with a 

similar age range to the current study (25). A full list of each metabolic health risk cut-off can be 

found in Table 1. To broaden the comparability and interpretation of findings, a strict and lenient 
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definition of metabolic health were adopted similar to Heinzle et al. (9). Within the lenient 

definition individuals were defined as metabolically unhealthy if they had more than one 

metabolic risk factor classified as ‘at risk’, or if any metabolic risk factor was classified as ‘high 

risk’. Within the strict definition, individuals were defined as metabolically unhealthy if they had 

any metabolic risk factor classified as ‘at risk’ or ‘high risk’. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 23. To address objective one, descriptive 

statistics were calculated and expressed as means (standard deviations) for continuous variables, 

and frequencies (percentage) for categorical variables. To address objective two, separate logistic 

regressions were run in each weight status category (i.e., normal weight, overweight, and obese) 

with each accelerometer variable individually ran as the independent variable (i.e., sedentary 

time, LPA, and MVPA) and metabolic health as the dependent variable. All regression models 

categorized the odds of being in the metabolically unhealthy group compared to the 

metabolically healthy reference group. Next, multinomial logistic regressions were calculated 

with each accelerometer variable of interest individually ran as the independent variable, and 

metabolic health-weight status groups (e.g., metabolically healthy-obese, metabolically 

unhealthy-normal weight) as the dependent variables. All regression models estimated the odds 

of being in each metabolic health-weight status group compared to the normal weight-

metabolically healthy referent group. Regression models were run for both definitions of 

metabolic health.  Due to the different proportions of time each accelerometer variable would 

contribute to the total day, MVPA was expressed in units of 10 minutes/day and LPA and 

sedentary time were expressed in units of 60 minutes/day within regression analyses. All 
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regression analyses controlled for age, sex, study, and accelerometer wear time. Statistical 

significance was set at P<0.05 for all analyses. 

Results 

After excluding participants with unusable accelerometer data (n=529) and missing metabolic 

risk and weight status variables (n=4930), a final sample of 4581 was included in the analyses. 

Participant characteristics for the final sample are presented in Table 2. Excluded participants did 

not differ based on age and sex compared to included participants. However, excluded 

participants did differ based on which individual study they were pooled from, with the 

NHANES and CoSCIS studies having the most missing data. This is intuitive since NHANES 

data included accelerometer data from ages 6-18 and metabolic data from 12-18 (thus excluding 

all children under 12 years), and only the baseline data from the CoSCIS study was used (thus 

excluding two other time points from this study). Children wore accelerometers for an average of 

13.6 hours per day, of which 48.0% was spent in sedentary time, 44.0% in LPA, and 8.0% in 

MVPA.  

The proportion of participants in the ‘normal’, ‘at risk’, and ‘high risk’ groups for 

individual metabolic risk factors is presented in Table 3. For individual metabolic risk factors, 

triglyceride values had the most ‘at risk’ (N=741), while HOMA-IR values had the most ‘high 

risk’ (N=400) classifications. A total of 1172 (25.6%) children and adolescents were classified as 

metabolically unhealthy with the lenient definition (up to one ‘at risk’ value), and 2065 (45.1%) 

with the strict definition (no ‘at-risk’ value allowance). Therefore, 893 (43.2%) individuals 

within the strict definition were unhealthy based on only one ‘at-risk’ score.  

Results of the separate logistic regressions categorizing metabolically unhealthy groups 

according to time spent sedentary, in LPA and MVPA (mins/day) within each weight status 
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group are presented in Table 4. Each additional 60 minutes/day of sedentary time was associated 

with 8-11% higher odds of metabolically unhealthy classification for the normal weight group, 

compared to the metabolically healthy group. As well, each additional 10 minutes/day of MVPA 

was associated with lower odds of metabolically unhealthy classification in normal weight and 

overweight groups, compared to the metabolically healthy group.  

Results of the multinomial logistic regression categorizing metabolic health-weight status 

groups according to time spent sedentary and in LPA and MVPA are presented in Table 5. 

Within both definitions, each additional 60 minutes of sedentary time was associated with higher 

odds of metabolically unhealthy-normal weight classification compared to the metabolically 

healthy-normal weight group. As well, each additional 10 minutes of MVPA was associated with 

lower odds of metabolically healthy- obese as well as metabolically unhealthy-normal weight , -

overweight, and -obese  classification, compared to the metabolically healthy-normal weight 

group.  

Discussion 

The results of this study suggest that higher time spent in MVPA was consistently associated 

with lower odds of metabolically unhealthy classification in the groups with normal weight and 

overweight. No associations were observed in the group with obesity. Further, higher time spent 

sedentary was consistently associated with higher odds of metabolically unhealthy classification 

for the group with normal weight. Higher time spent in MVPA was generally associated with 

lower odds of being in all other metabolic health-weight status groups, compared to the 

metabolically healthy-normal weight group. However, for sedentary time and LPA, significant 

odds were only observed for metabolically unhealthy group classifications, when compared to 

the metabolically healthy-normal weight group. This may suggest that increasing MVPA 
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influences weight status and metabolic health, whereas decreasing sedentary time and increasing 

LPA mainly influences metabolic health. However, magnitude of associations were small. 

According to the two definitions, 64.0% and 77.5% of children and adolescents with 

obesity in this sample were metabolically unhealthy. In a national sample from the United States, 

Heinzle et al. (9) found prevalences of 43.7% and 92.4% in children and adolescents with obesity 

using two similar definitions. Variation in prevalences could be explained by differences in age 

between the studies and the current study did not include measures of C-reactive protein. 

Additionally,  Heinzle et al. (9) used a representative sample from the United States, whereas the 

current study represents an international sample that is not representative of all included 

countries. However, the current study included the same representative sample (i.e., NHANES) 

as Heinzle et al. (9). Nevertheless, using two definitions in this sample 26.4% and 45.6% of 

children and adolescents of all weight statuses were classified as metabolically unhealthy. 

Additionally, 39.9% of individuals with a normal weight status were classified as metabolically 

unhealthy based at least one ‘at-risk’ metabolic measurement, which is also in line with previous 

research (4). Given the potential long-term health implications, these trends could be considered 

alarming. For example, in children, elevated blood lipids and glucose and blood pressure is 

associated with adult atheroschlerosis progression (26, 27, 28), and hypertension risk (29), 

respectively. However, future longitudinal research is needed to determine the true risk of the 

current ‘at-risk’ cut-offs in this age group.  

Of the children classifed as metabolically unhealthy, the most frequent ‘high risk’ 

metabolic markers were HOMA-IR (8.7%), followed by blood lipids (i.e., triglycerides and 

HDL-C). The current thresholds for metabolic health were chosen based on the Expert Panel on 

Integrated Guidelines for Cardiovascular Health and Risk Reduction in Children and 
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Adolescents (2), except for HOMA-IR, since no thresholds were provided within the guidelines. 

Searching the literature for HOMA-IR cut-offs yielded many definitions (30) but ultimately a 

decision was made based on the similarities in age between Kurtoğlu et al. (25) and the current 

sample. Therefore, this definition of insulin resistance may be limited due to a lack of expert 

concensus. However, relying on expert concensus from the Integrated Guidelines may also have 

limitations in the distinction of metabolic health. For instance, for HDL-C classifications 9.0% 

individuals were classified as ‘at-risk’ (1.13-1.04 mmol/L), while 7.5% individuals were 

classified as ‘high-risk’ (≤1.03 mmol/L). Considering the similar frequencies classified as ‘at-

risk’ and ‘high-risk’ these thresholds may be limited. Based on a lack of concensus for a HOMA-

IR and potential limitations of the other thresholds, efforts are needed to advance the current 

recommended cut-points. Most importantly, a need exists to determine the level of exposure of 

metabolic markers which put children and adolescents ‘at-risk’ for future chronic disease. 

Additionally, the current cut-off values  for the majority of metabolic markers were not fully age- 

and sex-adjusted. Based on the variability of metabolic markers as a function of age and sex, 

recent research has proposed various methods to create age- and sex-adjusted metabolic 

thresholds categorizing children with metabolic risk (31, 32, 33). Thus, future cut-off 

recommendations could also consider age- and sex-adjusted metabolic thresholds associated with 

elevated risk. 

Higher MVPA was associated with lower odds of being metabolically unhealthy in 

normal weight and overweight individuals, whereas higher sedentary time was associated with 

higher odds of being metabolically unhealthy in normal weight individuals. The lack of 

associations for MVPA and sedentary time with metabolic health in obese participants may be 

explained by low variability in both MVPA and sedentary time in this group combined with a 
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fairly low prevalence of obesity (7.3%) in our sample.While previous studies have examined 

associations of physical activity and sedentary time with individual and clustered metabolic risk 

markers (21, 34, 35), few have categorized children and adolescents as metabolically 

healthy/unhealthy across weight status categories (4). However, in agreement with previous 

research (8), we found null associations for sedentary time with metabolic health in obese 

individuals.Comparisons across the literature are also difficult since previous studies, to our 

knowledge,  have not used objective accelerometer measurements (4). Consequently, these 

studies have not included a measure of LPA, so LPA-specific comparisons are not possible. 

Future work should build on this study by also measuring physical activity objectively, to better 

understand the associations of LPA with metabolic health-weight status groupings.  

 

While research examining objectively measured physical activity and sedentary 

behaviour across and within metabolic health-weight status groups was not found, similar 

research has compared objectively measured MVPA and sedentary behaviour in separate models, 

while adjusting for adiposity indicators in children and adolescents. For instance, a cross-

sectional study of European children and adolescents (n=1708) concluded that both MVPA and 

sedentary time were separately associated with clustered metabolic risk when controlling for 

waist circumference (35). Therefore, the current study reinforces the implication that both 

MVPA and sedentary time are important for the metabolic health of children and adolescents. 

However, the current study indicates that MVPA is additionally beneficial for weight status, 

regardless of metabolic health. Further research is needed to determine why MVPA and 

sedentary time have different effects on metabolic health and weight status. 
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It is important to note that the statistically significant findings observed between 

sedentary time, MVPA, and weight status and metabolic health were small and therefore the 

clinical significance is debatable. This is in line with the one previous significant finding 

between questionnaire derived MVPA and metabolicallly health obesity classification (10). 

According to one criteria, all significant findings in the current study have weak strength of 

associations (36). However, studies pooled in this analysis were cross-sectional and 

observational, so the magnitude of effects could be impacted by measurement error and residual 

confounding. Future work using stronger study designs could determine the clinical significance 

of increasing MVPA and decreasing sedentary time to improve weight status and metabolic 

health. Additionally, thresholds defining metabolic health in children and adolescents should be 

strengthened with longitudinal studies, and as previously mentioned potentially converted to age- 

and sex-appropriate values.  

When determining the effect of sedentary time, LPA, and MVPA on weight status and 

metabolic health, it could be argued that these behaviours should be mutually-adjusted for one 

another to determine independent effects, especially since some of the behaviours are not 

strongly correlated (e.g., sedentary time and MVPA). Previous studies on sedentary time, MVPA, 

and health in children and adolescents that mutually adjusted for the other behaviours found 

MVPA was strongly associated with metabolic outcomes independent of sedentary time, whereas 

sedentary time was unrelated to metabolic health outcomes (21, 34). However, some have 

suggested these behaviours are co-dependent and should not be mututally adjusted (37, 38). For 

instance, during waking hours, if a child or adolescent reduced sedentary time, it would have to 

be replaced with LPA or MVPA. Recent advances in statistical analyses to handle co-dependent 
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data, such as compositional analyses (38) and iso-temporal substitution models (39) should be 

explored in future research as alternative methods for understanding these relationships.  

A major strength of this study was objective accelerometer and metabolic risk factor 

measurements. Another major strength was the large database from several developed, Western 

countries, which greatly enhances the generalizability of the findings to similar countries. 

However, further research is needed to determine the relevance of these findings in different 

cultural contexts. Additionally, the use of a minimum of 1 day of accelerometer wear-time may 

not represent true habitual activity patterns. Furthermore, many participants were excluded for 

invalid accelerometer data (5.3%) and missing metabolic risk factor and weight status variables 

(49.1%), though these participants did not differ with included participants on age and sex. 

Further, the large database limited the amount of covariates available for analysis. Therefore, 

unmeasured covariates (e.g., diet, sleep, socioeconomic status, ethnicity) could have introduced 

residual confounding. This study was also limited by the heterogeneity of definitions within the 

metabolic health literature. In an attempt to address this heterogeneity, two definitions of 

metabolic health were used. Some researchers have opted out of categorical metabolic cut-points 

to address this heterogeneity, and instead create sample specific z-scores for metabolic markers 

(40), which have also been age- and sex-adjusted (32, 33). Additional caution should be used 

when interpreting the prevalences of metabolic health, considering the heterogeneity of studies 

(e.g., sample sizes, and age ranges) within this dataset. Finally, the study was cross-sectional so 

causality cannot be assumed, and even the potential for reverse-causality cannot be ruled out.  

Conclusion 

A high prevelance of at least one ‘at-risk’ metabolic risk factor was found in all weight status 

groups. Furthermore, higher MVPA appeared to be beneficial for weight status and metabolic 
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health, whereas lower sedentary time and more LPA appear to be beneficial for metabolic health 

alone. However, overall the effect sizes were small. To better assess the clinical significance of 

the findings in this study, future research should build on these findings with stronger study 

designs and exploration of different metabolic health thresholds. 
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Table 1: Categorization of Metabolic Health Risk Factors 

 Normal At risk High risk 

Triglycerides  

(mmol/L) 
≤ 0.841 0.85-1.131 ≥ 1.141 

≤ 1.012 1.02 -1.472 ≥ 1.482 

HDL-C 

(mmol/L) 
≥ 1.18 1.17-1.04 ≤ 1.03 

Systolic blood pressure  
(mmHg) 

≤ 89th percentile3  
90th-94th 

percentile3 
≥ 95th percentile3 

Diastolic blood pressure  
(mmHg) 

≤ 89th percentile3 
90th-94th 

percentile3 
≥ 95th percentile3 

Glucose 

(mmol/L) 
≤ 5.55 5.56-6.99 ≥ 7.00 

HOMA-IR 

<2.224  ≥2.224 

<2.675  ≥2.675 

<3.826  ≥3.826 

<5.227  ≥5.227 
HDL-C = High density lipoprotein-cholesterol. 

1 Age ≤ 9  

2 Age > 9  

3 Age, sex, and height specific percentiles. 

4 Age ≤ 10, and sex = female 

5 Age ≤ 11, and sex = male  

6 Age > 10, and sex = female 

7 Age > 11, and sex = male 
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Table 2: Participant characteristics 

 
  All CoSCIS 

Denmark 

EYHS 

Estonia 

EYHS 

NHANES 

2005-6 

NHANES 

2003-4 

Portugal 

EYHS 

Country  Various Denmark Denmark Estonia 
Unites 

States 

Unites 

States 
Portugal 

         

Number of 

Participants 
 

4581 

(100%) 

418 

(9.1%) 

1166 

(25.5%) 

648 

(14.1%) 

555 

(12.1%) 

621 

(13.6%) 

1173 

(25.6%) 
         

 Age (years) 
 

11.8 

(3.3) 

6.7 

(0.4) 

11.3 

(2.6) 

12.5 

(3.0) 

14.9 

(1.8) 

14.9 

(1.8) 

10.6 

(2.6) 
         

 Sex 
Male 

2265 

(49.4%) 

229 

(54.8%) 

532 

(45.6%) 

288 

(44.4%) 

277 

(49.9%) 

350 

(56.4%) 

589 

(50.2%) 

Female 
2316 

(50.6%) 

189 

(45.2%) 

634 

(54.4%) 

360 

(55.6%) 

278 

(50.1%) 

271 

(43.6%) 

584 

(49.8%) 
         

Accelerometer 

Variables 
Valid days (days) 

3.9 

(1.5) 

2.5 

(0.7) 

4.0 

(1.2) 

3.7 

(0.6) 

4.6 

(1.9) 

4.7 

(1.9) 

3.7 

(1.2) 

Total Wear time 

(hr/day) 

13.6 

(1.6) 

12.9 

(1.5) 

13.5 

(1.2) 

13.7 

(1.0) 

14.0 

(1.9) 

14.3 

(2.4) 

13.5 

(1.2) 

Sedentary Time 

(hr/day) 

6.5 

(2.1) 

4.7 

(1.5) 

6.3 

(2.0) 

5.9 

(1.9) 

7.9 

(2.0) 

8.0 

(2.2) 

6.4 

(1.7) 

LPA  

(hr/day) 

6.0 

(1.3) 

6.0 

(0.9) 

6.1 

(1.4) 

6.6 

(1.2) 

5.6 

(1.3) 

5.8 

(1.3) 

5.9 

(1.2) 

MVPA  

(hr/day) 

1.1 

(0.8) 

2.2 

(0.9) 

1.1 

(0.8) 

1.2 

(0.8) 

0.5 

(0.4) 

0.6 

(0.5) 

1.2 

(0.7) 
         

BMI 

Categories 
Normal Weight 

3542 

(77.3%) 

372 

(89.0%) 

993 

(85.2%) 

582 

(89.8%) 

358 

(64.5%) 

380 

(61.2%) 

856 

(73.0%) 

Overweight 
706 

(15.4%) 

39 

(9.3%) 

148 

(12.7%) 

60 

(9.3%) 

102 

(18.4%) 

134 

(21.6%) 

223 

(19.0%) 

Obese 
333 

(7.3%) 

7 

(1.7%) 

24 

(2.1%) 

6 

(0.9%) 

95 

(17.1%) 

107 

(17.2%) 

94 

(8.0%) 

Abbreviations: CoSCIS, Copenhagen School Child Intervention Study; EYHS, European Youth Heart Study; NHANES, National Health And Nutrition 

Examination Survey; LPA, light-intensity physical activity; MVPA, moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity; BMI, body mass index. 

Values represent mean (standard deviation) for continuous, and frequency (percent) for categorical variables. 
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Table 3: Metabolic Health Risk Factors in Isolation 

  
All CoSCIS 

Denmark 

EYHS 

Estonia 

EYHS 

NHANES 

2005-6 

NHANES 

2003-4 

Portugal 

EYHS 

HOMA-

IR 
No risk 4181 (91.3%) 408 (97.6%) 1032 (88.5%) 607 (93.7%) 474 (85.4%) 545 (87.8%) 1117 (95.2%) 

High Risk 400 (8.7%) 10 (2.4%) 134 (11.5%) 41 (6.3%) 81 (14.6%) 76 (12.2%) 56 (4.8%) 

Systolic 

Blood 

Pressure  

No Risk 4359 (95.2%) 402 (96.2%) 1091 (93.6%) 602 (92.9%) 524 (94.4%) 593 (95.5%) 1147 (97.8%) 

At Risk 100 (2.2%) 9 (2.2%) 28 (2.4%) 16 (2.5%) 20 (3.6%) 13 (2.1%) 14 (1.2%) 

High Risk 122 (2.7%) 7 (1.7%) 47 (4.0%) 30 (4.6%) 11 (2.0%) 15 (2.4%) 12 (1.0%) 

Diastolic 

Blood 

Pressure 

No Risk 4517 (98.6%) 413 (98.8%) 1149 (98.5%) 640 (98.8%) 542 (97.7%) 604 (97.3%) 1169 (99.7%) 

At Risk 48 (1.0%) 3 (0.7%) 12 (1.0%) 8 (1.2%) 9 (1.6%) 13 (2.1%) 3 (0.3%) 

High Risk 16 (0.3%) 2 (0.5%) 5 (0.4%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (0.7%) 4 (0.6%) 1 (0.1%) 

Glucose No Risk 4060 (88.6%) 416 (99.5%) 1017 (87.2%) 588 (90.7%) 473 (85.2%) 564 (90.8%) 1002 (85.4%) 

At Risk 510 (11.1%) 2 (0.5%) 147 (12.6%) 60 (9.3%) 77 (13.9%) 53 (8.5%) 171 (14.6%) 

High Risk 11 (0.2%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.2%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (0.9%) 4 (0.6%) 0 (0.0%) 

TG No Risk 3460 (75.5%) 365 (87.3%) 823 (70.6%) 508 (78.4%) 395 (71.2%) 434 (69.9%) 935 (79.7%) 

At Risk 741 (16.2%) 30 (7.2%) 233 (20.0%) 101 (15.6%) 101 (18.2%) 117 (18.8%) 159 (13.6%) 

High Risk 380 (8.3%) 23 (5.5%) 110 (9.4%) 39 (6.0%) 59 (10.6%) 70 (11.3%) 79 (6.7%) 

HDL-C No Risk 3824 (83.5%) 377 (90.2%) 1006 (86.3%) 530 (81.8%) 418 (75.3%) 464 (74.7%) 1029 (87.7%) 

At Risk 412 (9.0%) 31 (7.4%) 91 (7.8%) 57 (8.8%) 63 (11.4%) 77 (12.4%) 93 (7.9%) 

High Risk 345 (7.5%) 10 (2.4%) 69 (5.9%) 61 (9.4%) 74 (13.3%) 80 (12.9%) 51 (4.3%) 

Abbreviations: CoSCIS, Copenhagen School Child Intervention Study; EYHS, European Youth Heart Study; NHANES, National Health And Nutrition 

Examination Survey; HDL-C, high density lipoprotein-cholesterol; TG, Triglycerides. 

Values represent mean (standard deviation) for continuous, and frequency (percent) for categorical variables. 
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Table 4. Logistic regression categorizing metabolically unhealthy according to min/day of 

sedentary time, LPA, MVPA within each weight status group 

 Odds Ratio (95% Confidence Intervals)a 

 

Normal Weight  

(n=3542) 

Overweight  

(n=706) 

Obese  

(n=333) 

 MH MU MH MU MH MU 

 Lenient Definition 

Sedentary 

time 

(min/day) 

1.00 

(ref.) 

1.08 

(1.02, 1.14)† 

1.00 

(ref.) 

1.11 

(1.00, 1.24) 

1.00 

(ref.) 

1.03 

(0.87, 1.21) 

LPA 

(min/day) 

1.00 

(ref.) 

0.95 

(0.89, 1.02) 

1.00 

(ref.) 

0.93 

(0.82, 1.05) 

1.00 

(ref.) 

1.01 

(0.83, 1.22) 

MVPA 

(min/day) 

1.00 

(ref.) 

0.95 

(0.93, 0.98)† 

1.00 

(ref.) 

0.94 

(0.89, 0.99)† 

1.00 

(ref.) 

0.95 

(0.86, 1.03) 

 Strict definition 

Sedentary 

time 

(min/day) 

1.00  

(ref.) 

1.11  

(1.05, 1.16)† 

1.00  

(ref.) 

1.05  

(0.95, 1.16) 

1.00  

(ref.) 

1.02 

(0.84, 1.24) 

LPA  

(min/day) 

1.00  

(ref.) 

0.93  

(0.88, 0.98)† 

1.00  

(ref.) 

1.01 

(0.90, 1.15) 

1.00  

(ref.) 

1.00 

(0.80, 1.24) 

MVPA  

(min/day) 

1.00  

(ref.) 

0.95  

(0.94, 0.97)† 

1.00  

(ref.) 

0.94  

(0.90, 0.98)† 

1.00  

(ref.) 

0.97  

(0.88, 1.07) 

Abbreviations: MH, metabolically healthy; MU metabolically unhealthy; LPA, light-intensity physical activity; 

MVPA, moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity. 
aOdds ratio represent the odds of being classified in each metabolic health-weight status group (metabolically 

healthy=referent group) with each additional 10 minutes of MVPA, as well as each additional 60 minutes of LPA 

and sedentary time. Analyses controlled for age, sex, study, and accelerometer wear time.  
†Significant at P<0.05 
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Table 5. Multinomial logistic regression categorizing metabolic-weight status group membership according to min/day of sedentary 
time, LPA, and MVPA 
 Odds Ratio (95% Confidence Intervals)a 

 Lenient Definition 

Metabolically Healthy (n=3410) Metabolically Unhealthy (n=1171) 

 

Normal Weight 

(n=2840) 

Overweight 

(n=449) 

Obese  

(n=120) 

Normal Weight 

(n=702) 

Overweight 

(n=257) 

Obese  

(n=213) 

Sedentary time 

(min/day) 
1.00 (ref.) 1.00 (0.93, 1.07) 1.10 (0.96, 1.25) 1.09 (1.03, 1.15)† 1.09 (1.00, 1.19) 1.09 (0.98, 1.20) 

LPA  

(min/day) 
1.00 (ref.) 1.05 (0.96, 1.14) 1.01 (0.86, 1.18) 0.95 (0.89, 1.02) 0.98 (0.88, 1.09) 1.04 (0.93, 1.18) 

MVPA  

(min/day) 
1.00 (ref.) 0.97 (0.95, 1.00)† 0.90 (0.85, 0.96)† 0.95 (0.93, 0.97)† 0.92 (0.88, 0.96)† 0.85 (0.80, 0.90)† 

 Strict definition 

Metabolically Healthy (n=2516) Metabolically Unhealthy (n=2065) 

 

Normal Weight 

(n=2129) 

Overweight 

(n=312) 

Obese  

(n=75) 

Normal Weight 

(n=1413) 

Overweight 

(n=394) 

Obese  

(n=258) 

Sedentary time 

(min/day) 
1.00 (ref.) 1.04 (0.96, 1.13) 1.11 (0.94, 1.31) 1.11 (1.06, 1.16)† 1.08 (1.00, 1.16)† 1.12 (1.02, 1.23)† 

LPA  

(min/day) 
1.00 (ref.) 0.99 (0.89, 1.09) 1.00 (0.82, 1.23) 0.93 (0.88, 0.98)† 1.01 (0.92, 1.10) 1.01 (0.91, 1.13) 

MVPA  

(min/day) 
1.00 (ref.) 0.98 (0.95, 1.01) 0.90 (0.83, 0.97)† 0.95 (0.94, 0.97)† 0.92 (0.89, 0.95)† 0.85 (0.81, 0.89)† 

Abbreviations: LPA, light-intensity physical activity; MVPA, moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity. 
aOdds ratio represent the odds of being classified corresponding metabolic health-weight status groups compared to the metabolically healthy-normal weight group 

(metabolically healthy-normal weight = referent) with each additional 10 minutes of MVPA, as well as each additional 60 minutes of LPA and sedentary time. 

Analyses controlled for age, sex, study, and accelerometer wear time. 
†Significant at P≤0.05 

 

 

 


